One-Pot Shotgun Quantitative Mass Spectrometry Characterization of Histones
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Abstract: Despite increasing applications of mass spectrometry (MS) to characterize post-translational modifications (PTMs) on histone proteins, most existing protocols are not properly suited to robustly measure them in a high-throughput quantitative manner. In this work, we expand on current protocols and describe improved methods for quantitative Bottom Up characterization of histones and their PTMs with comparable sensitivity but much higher throughput than standard MS approaches. This is accomplished by first bypassing off-line fractionation of histone proteins and working directly with total histones from a typical nuclei acid extraction. Next, using a chemical derivatization procedure that is combined with stable-isotope labeling in a two-step process, we can quantitatively compare samples using nanoLC–MS/MS. We show that our method can successfully detect 17 combined H2A/H2B variants and over 25 combined histone H3 and H4 PTMs in a single MS experiment. We test our method by quantifying differentially expressed histone PTMs from wild-type yeast and a methyltransferase knockout strain. This improved methodology establishes our method by quantifying differentially expressed histone proteins and working directly with total histones from a typical nuclei acid extraction. Next, using a chemical derivatization procedure that is combined with stable-isotope labeling in a two-step process, we can quantitatively compare samples using nanoLC–MS/MS. We show that our method can successfully detect 17 combined H2A/H2B variants and over 25 combined histone H3 and H4 PTMs in a single MS experiment. We test our method by quantifying differentially expressed histone PTMs from wild-type yeast and a methyltransferase knockout strain. This improved methodology establishes that time and sample consuming off-line HPLC or SDS-PAGE purification of individual histone variants prior to MS interrogation as commonly performed is not strictly required. Our protocol significantly streamlines the analysis of histone PTMs and will allow for studies of differentially expressed PTMs between multiple samples during biologically relevant processes in a rapid and quantitative fashion.
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Introduction

Histone proteins, particularly their N-terminal tails, are decorated with a myriad of post-translational modifications (PTMs) including phosphorylation, methylation and acetylation. These PTMs occur in multiple but specific amino acid residues, and have been linked to several important cellular events or disease. The biological diversity and specificity associated with histone modification patterns has led to the "Histone Code" hypothesis, which proposes that multiple coexisting histone PTMs form "codes" that function to dynamically regulate gene expression. Mass spectrometry (MS) has emerged as a powerful method, complementary to antibody approaches to characterize histone PTMs. MS methods analyze the concurrent modifications of intact proteins or large histone polypeptides respectively. In contrast, the Bottom Up approach enzymatically digests histones into short peptides prior to MS analysis. Several Bottom Up methods allowing for both the characterization and quantification of histone modified forms have been developed (for a detailed review of these methods see Trelle and Jensen).

Nevertheless, the high abundance of Arg and Lys residues on histones is problematic for most Bottom Up analyses, as digestion with standard proteases such as trypsin yields small, irreproducible peptides that are often difficult to analyze by MS. Although it is possible to quantify histone modified forms through tryptic Bottom Up MS in combination with the use of stable isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture (SILAC), not all histone samples are easily amenable to such labeling as those from tissues and fluids. Label free methods have been also used for histone quantification studies. However, these methods are still somewhat problematic in the case of the highly modified histone H3 and H4, again due to the Lys and Arg residues, and typically only endogenously fully modified "blocked" peptides are normally observed. To circumvent these issues, the use of proteases that cleave after only one of the two basic amino acids have been employed; for example, Arg-C has been used to cleave only after Arg residues in histone H3. However, Arg-C appears to be a much less efficient and specific than trypsin. Alternatively, several methods capable of generating uniform tryptic-like peptides first through chemical modification of lysine residues before trypsin digestion have been developed. One such method involves the use of a propionylation reagent, and this reaction has been widely adapted by several research groups. Propionylation of histones converts the free amino group in the N-terminus and endogenously unmodified or monomethylated internal lysines to propionyl amides causing a mass shift of +56 Da and protecting these residues from tryptic digestion. For quantitative comparison of two histone samples, propionic anhydride
derivatization followed by trypsin digestion was subsequently combined with an esterification reaction introducing a stable isotope label to modify carboxylic acid groups.22–25 Although this protocol has greatly facilitated histone PTM analysis, the secondary esterification reaction it involves has considerable drawbacks including its particular sensitivity to moisture and the subsequent sample losses incurred in eliminating water from the reaction mixture.10

In this study, we expand on the propionylation procedures and present an improved cost-effective quantitative method for Bottom Up for characterization of histone modifications using a robust, straightforward stable isotope derivatization procedure. In our experiments, unfraccionated total acid extracted histones are first propionylated through reaction with \( \text{d}_9 \)-propionic anhydride26 and are subsequently digested using trypsin. Then, a second derivatization with either \( \text{d}_{10} \) or \( \text{d}_{19} \)-propionic anhydride can be used to incorporate a stable isotope label on the newly formed free N-terminal amino groups. Resulting peptides from two samples are mixed and analyzed through nanoLC–MS/MS experiments. Relative variations on histone PTM levels between samples can be directly detected in a single experiment. These results demonstrate that we can bypass the need for time and sample consuming offline HPLC or SDS-PAGE purification of histones as is typically performed. Our platform considerably streamlines quantitative analysis of histone modified forms, and we anticipate that these methods will facilitate future studies on differentially expressed histone PTMs and their role throughout physiologically relevant processes.

**Experimental Methods**

Mammalian and Yeast Cell Culture, Nuclei Isolation, and Histone Extraction. HeLa S3 cells were grown and harvested as previously described by Thomas et al.27 Nuclei were isolated and histone proteins were extracted as described by Garcia et al.7 Briefly, histones were acid extracted from nuclei with 0.4 N \( \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \) and precipitated with trichloroacetic acid, followed by washes with acetone containing 0.1% HCl and then pure acetone. The resulting pellets were redisolved in deionized water prior to further processing. Total protein concentrations of each acid extract were determined using the Bradford assay. Yeast strains were grown in 1L of YPD media (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2% glucose) to OD600 ∼ 0.4. Acid extracts from nuclei were fractionated on a C18 tip and packed in-house with 5µm C18 YMC ODS-A resin. Histone Sample Preparation for Mass Spectrometry. Bulk acid extracted histones from HeLa or yeast cells (~50 µg) or HPLC purified histone variants from HeLa cells (<5 µg) were derivatized by treatment with propionyl anhydride reagent essentially as described before.10 Briefly, this reagent was created using 75 µL of MeOH and 25 µL of propionic anhydride (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Equal volumes of reagent and histone protein were mixed and allowed to react at 37 °C for 15 min and reduced to near dryness using a SpeedVac concentrator for removal of reaction remnants. Propionylated histones were then digested with trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI) at a substrate/enzyme ratio of 20:1 for 6 h at 37 °C after dilution of the sample with 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer solution (pH = 8.0). The reaction was quenched by the addition of concentrated acetic acid and freezing (−80 °C). A second round of propionylation was then performed to propionylate the newly created peptide N-termini. For quantification studies, samples were stable isotope labeled using \( \text{d}_{10} \)-propionic anhydride (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc., Andover, MA).26 For example, one sample was derivatized using \( \text{d}_{0} \)-propionic anhydride both before and after trypsin digestion, while a second sample was derivatized using \( \text{d}_{0} \)-propionic anhydride before trypsin digestion and derivatized with \( \text{d}_{0} \) reagent after trypsin digestion (introducing a +5 Da mass shift). For comparative MS analysis, protein concentrations of each sample were determined using Bradford assays and then samples were accordingly mixed for equal protein quantity.

NanoLC–MS/MS. A small aliquot of the histone digests were desalted using in-house made C18 STAGE Tips prepared as previously described,31 and loaded by an Eksigent AS-2 autosampler (Eksigent Technologies Inc., Dublin, CA) onto a fused silica microcapillary (75 µm) column constructed with an ESI tip and packed in-house with 5µm C18 YMC ODS-A resin. Peptides were HPLC separated with an Agilent 1200 series binary pump with an in-line flow splitter across a 110 min linear gradient ranging from 2% to 35% buffer B (Buffer A = 0.1 M acetic acid, Buffer B = 70% acetonitrile in 0.1 M acetic acid) with a constant flow of approximately 100–200 nL/min. The HPLC system was coupled to an LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) taking a full scan MS spectrum (m/z 290–1650) in the Orbitrap with a resolution of 30 000 after accumulation of approximately 500 000 ions followed by collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) of the seven most intense ions in the LTQ after accumulation of approximately 10 000 ions. All data was collected in centroid mode. Maximum filling time was 500 ms for the full scans. The decision-tree algorithm was used to perform concurrent CAD and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) fragmentation in the same experiment, deciding in real time which fragmentation method to employ based on the charge state and m/z of the precursor as previously described.32 For ETD, an automatic gain control value of 3E6 for the reagent anion and a reaction time of 80 ms were used. Precursor ion charge state screening was enabled and all unassigned charge states as well as singly charged species were rejected. The dynamic exclusion list was restricted to a maximum of 500
entries with a maximum retention period of 120 s and a relative mass window of <1 Da.

**Data Analysis.** CAD and ETD mass spectra were searched using the SEQUEST algorithm within the Bioworks Browser (Version 3.3.1 SP1, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., San Jose, CA) against both human or yeast protein databases and human and yeast histone protein database derived from sequences obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database (August 2008). Trypsin protein sequence was also included in the databases. Enzyme specificity was set to trypsin, fully enzymatic, allowing for up to 3 missed cleavage sites (since endogenous and chemical modification of lysine residues hinders enzymatic digestion). Propionylation (+56.026 Da) on the N-terminus of the peptides was set as a fixed modification, while oxidation of methionine (+15.995 Da) was set as a variable modification for all searches. For histone PTM searches, propionylation (+56.026 Da), acetylation (+42.010 Da), mono- (+70.042 Da), di- (+28.031 Da) and trimethylation (+42.046 Da) of lysine residues were selected as variable modifications. Histone monomethylation was searched as the sum of the masses for propionylation (+56.026 Da) and methylation (+14.016 Da) because monomethylated residues can still be propionylated. Parent mass tolerance was set to 0.1 Da and fragment ion tolerance was set to 0.5 Da. Resulting peptide lists were filtered using standard criteria as previously used.33 Additionally, we also used a peptide probability cutoff of $1 \times 10^{-5}$ as calculated by the Bioworks program. The false discovery rate was estimated to be 1% for peptide IDs after searching reverse databases. All MS/MS spectra from modified peptides were also manually inspected for accurate mass and correct fragment assignment. Relative quantification of histone modifications was determined by measuring the area under the extracted ion chromatogram peak corresponding to a specific modified peptide normalized to the sum of the peak areas corresponding to all observed modified forms of such peptide.

**Results and Discussion**

In this report, we detail a one-pot method to quantitatively analyze the majority of histone proteins and PTMs in a single MS experiment (Figure 1). Traditional methods involve extensive purification through HPLC or SDS-PAGE prior to MS analysis of each individual histone variant (Figure 1, left panel). While very effective, these methods are lengthy and prone to several drawbacks such as inherent sample loss in HPLC methods, while SDS-PAGE suffers from being more laborious work for extracting peptides as well as potentially inducing exogenous chemical modification artifacts on proteins that may be mistaken for endogenous modification.34 These off-line fractionation methods prior to MS analysis also vastly reduce the high-throughput abilities of the entire platform and increase the starting material amount needed, especially for HPLC purification. Our streamlined protocol entails direct derivatization and stable isotope labeling of bulk histones in unfracionated total acid extracts by two rounds of propionylation using either $d_{19}$or $d_{15}$-propionyl anhydride followed by comparative analysis through LC-MS/MS using CAD alone or together with ETD fragmentation (“decision tree” driven fragmentation used to choose in real time whether to perform either ETD or CAD based on precursor m/z and charge state)32 to select the optimum fragmentation method for all peptides (Figure 1, right panel). Through our method, we are able to reduce sample loss, preparation time and MS acquisition time.

To test this one-pot approach, we compared MS experiments from HPLC purified individual histones against unfracionated bulk histones isolated from total acid extracts. Identical acid extracts derived from the same number of HeLa cells were subjected to either HPLC purification or directly processed by our one-pot propionylation method. For one-pot propionylation, ~5% of the total amount of acid extract (~50 µg) was used to obtain sufficient material for MS analysis. In the traditional approach, 100% of the acid extract (~100 µg) was used for analytical scale HPLC purification and approximately 1 µg of individual histone was used for further analysis. Our initial objective was to determine if we could detect the same post-translational modifications on histones H3 and H4, as well as a similar number of histone H2A and H2B variants using both approaches. We chose these goals, as the vast majority of histone PTMs are higher in number and abundance on histones H3 and H4, while the complexity on histones H2A and H2B is derived from the multiple variant family members with modest to low level PTMs. Overall, our one-pot approach on total acid extracts is able to detect a similar number of histone H2A and H2B variants identified through analysis of HPLC purified histones (Supplemental Table 1, Supporting Information). Our results show that our method can identify many histone H2A/ H2B variants in a single two hour run demonstrating that the one-pot approach does not significantly qualitatively suffer...
from a predicted decrease in dynamic range or sensitivity. Additionally, and of equal importance, we demonstrate that HPLC or SDS-PAGE purification of individual histone family members prior to Bottom Up MS analysis is no longer absolutely required for histone analysis. With regards to histone H3 PTMs, our new protocol is able to detect virtually all of the methylation and acetylation sites that are detected on individual histone H3.2 purified through the traditional HPLC-purification method (Supplemental Table 2, Supporting Information). We are also able to detect all acetylation sites on histone H4, plus all methylation states on K20 (data not shown). In agreement with prior reports, we find ETD MS/MS are more effective than CAD for characterizing longer or higher charged peptides (data not shown).

Another more analytical objective of our experiments was to make sure that we could obtain the same quantitative content from the one-pot approach as could be obtained from analysis of purified histones. This was an initial concern for us as in the one-pot approach we have a more complex mixture of peptides generated from many histone proteins potentially resulting in ion suppression effects, especially for less abundant modified peptides. To examine this possibility, we decided to quantitate the various modified forms of a histone H3 peptide. Figure 2 shows data from the 9–17 residue fragment (KSTGGKAPR) from histone H3 obtained through both the one-pot and standard MS approaches. This particular peptide is somewhat challenging because it spans two modification sites (K9 and K14) that can be modified with all possible degrees of methylation on K9 and acetylation on K9 or K14 in all several combinations. Furthermore, these modified peptides are usually in lower abundance (~5x) than most other H3 peptides due to signal dilution across the many modified forms. Shown in Figure 2 are the base peak and extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) for several modified forms of the 9–17 peptide obtained through the standard (HPLC purified H3.2 variant, Figure 2a) and one-pot MS analyses (Acid Extract, Figure 2b). The H3.2 variant was chosen, as it is arguably the most abundant H3 variant in human cells. As can be seen, the base peak chromatogram of purified histone H3.2 compared to a raw acid extract is markedly different, and as expected the acid extract chromatogram has many abundant peaks resulting from other nonhistone H3 peptides (Figure 2a and b, first panel). Nevertheless, the peaks for the particular histone modified forms of the H3 9–17 peptides have similar retention time patterns (Figure 2, lower panels). As mentioned before, all modified forms of this peptide observed in the purified sample are also detected in the total acid extracted sample. Despite some variation in the elution times, the overall retention time pattern for the various modified forms persists between samples.

Relative quantification of the histone peptides can be accomplished by measuring the area under the XIC peak corresponding to a specific peptide and expressing that as a fraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Quantification of Individual Post-Translational Modifications on the Histone H3 Peptide (K9STGGK-APR) from HPLC Purified and One-Pot Methods Shown in Figure 2a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Histone H3 Peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmodified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K9me1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K9me2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K9me3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K9ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K14ac</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Relative quantification of histone modifications was achieved by measuring the area under the chromatogram peak corresponding to a specific modified peptide normalized to the sum of the peak areas corresponding to all observed modified forms of such peptide. Standard errors were obtained from the standard deviation from duplicate experiments for each sample.
of the total sum of the peak areas corresponding to all observed modified forms. The relative abundance values for K9 and K14 modifications are shown in Table 1. Abundance values for all the modified forms of the 9–17 peptide of histone H3 overlap well between samples within a standard deviation. The average standard deviation of peptide abundances across all modified 9–17 peptides is ±1.76 for the HPLC purified H3 sample, and ±1.87 for the total acid extracted one-pot sample. Similar results were obtained for many other histone H3 peptides (data not shown). Therefore, we feel that we can obtain similar quantitative information for histone peptides from acid extracted total histones analyzed by our one-pot shotgun approach as one would through the analysis of purified histones. However, it is important to note that our method is unable to link PTMs to specific variants for some histones, including some H2A and all H3 members. Consequently, our one-pot protocol is not appropriate for applications in which this information is sought, and thus the traditional method must be used to separate out specific H2A, and H3 variants followed by MS interrogation to gather this PTM information. Additionally, if endogenous histone propionylation is the main research emphasis, then a different approach should be employed.

We then desired to improve the relative quantification of histone peptides through Bottom Up analysis across multiple samples by the integration of a stable isotope labeling step into the second propionylation derivatization. Normally, a second round of propionylation derivatization using d0-propionic anhydride is performed after trypsin digestion to cap the newly generated N-termini of the peptides with a propionyl amide.

Figure 3. Side-by-side comparison of K36 methylation levels for wild type (d0-labeled) and Set2 knockout (d5-labeled) yeast strains as determined through a one-pot shotgun approach. Full Mass spectrum for the [M + 3H]+ peptide ions (27–40 residues, KSAPSTG-GVKHPKR) corresponding to intrinsically unmodified K36 is shown in (a). Mass spectra for individual methylation degrees as labeled are shown in panels (b–d). Labels specify the particular modified form that is present or missing (all methyl states absent in Set2 knockout).
bond that improves retention on C18 columns and helps limit the charge on the peptides (a very good procedure for producing mostly 2+ peptides for CAD fragmentation). For a comparative one-pot shotgun approach, we use d5-propionyl anhydride on one of the samples in the second round of derivatization to incorporate a stable isotope d5-propionyl amide label on the newly formed free peptide N-termini. The resulting peptides from two samples (d0- and d5-propionyl amides) can be mixed and analyzed together through LC−MS/MS. Histone PTM levels between samples can be directly compared as peptides from the d0-propionyl and d5-propionyl will appear as peak doublet pairs separated by a +5 Da mass difference. For doubly and triply charged peptides, this mass difference translates into a 2.5 or 1.67 m/z shifts, respectively. This labeling has been previously used to measure phosphorylation stoichiometry through propionylation of the N-termini of all peptides in a mixture. Our labeling improves on traditional methods by combining the second propionylation step with the isotopic-labeling step, as previous methods involve a second d5-propionylation step followed then by an isotopic labeling esterification step of carboxylic acid groups.

We demonstrate the utility of this labeling to investigate the differences in histone PTMs profiles from wild-type and set2 deletion Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains. Set2 is the only methyltransferase responsible for the mono-, di- and trimethylation of histone H3 K36 in yeast. We used our one-pot approach to explore the effects of set2 deletion on K36 methylation levels for wild type (d0-labeled) and mutant (−set2, d5-labeled) yeast strains. Unmodified K36 levels are found to be higher in the Set2 knockout strain (Figure 3a). Unsurprisingly, we observe that all degrees of methylation on K36 are abolished in the set2 deletion strain compared to the wild type yeast sample (Figure 3b−d). Also as expected, we did not detect any other significant changes in the modification level of other well-known methylation sites on yeast histone H3 at either K4 or K79 (Figure 4b). In yeast, these sites are methylated by methyltransferases Set1 and Dot1 respectively, and thus deletion of Set2 does not affect modification of these sites. In contrast, we observe changes in the extent of acetylation on particular sites on both histone H3 and H4. Through our quantitative procedures, we determined that Set2 knockout also results in a 2-fold and 3-fold increase for the mono- and diacetylated forms of the histone H4 4−17 peptide respectively (Figure 4a). A smaller but reproducible effect occurs on histone H3 K23 and K18 acetylation, which increase in the Set2 deletion strain as well (Figure 4b). Set2 has been recently implicated in the regulation of histone deacetylation, as the HDAC Rpd3S recognizes the Set2 methylated histones and deacetylates histones within transcribed sequences. Rpd3S is one of two forms of Rpd3, and S. cerevisiae Rpd3 is involved in global, untargeted histone deacetylation. Accordingly, set2 deletion strains deficient in K36 methylation have higher histone acetylation amounts resulting from the lack of recruitment of Rpd3 to nucleosomes. The increased histone H4 and H3 acetylation levels we observe in set2 deletion strains are consistent with this previous observation. Through this example, we show that our streamlined method is capable of detecting direct and even minor secondary histone PTM changes in biologically complex samples.

Conclusions

In this paper, we describe a one-pot shotgun method for Bottom Up characterization of all histones and their modifications with increased throughput, and reduced analysis time and sample requirements by using a straightforward chemical derivatization/stable-isotope labeling of the acid extracted total histones followed by LC−MS/MS analysis. We demonstrate that our method can successfully identify and quantify several histone H2A/H2B variants and H3/H4 PTMs in a single experiment and bypasses the need for the customary laborious and problematic off-line HPLC or SDS-PAGE purification of histones prior to MS analysis. Furthermore, resulting peptides from two samples can be quantitatively analyzed allowing for direct detection of differentially expressed histone PTMs between different cellular states. Our protocol greatly simplifies the analysis of histone PTMs and we hope that this methodology will permit the study of differentially expressed histone marks and their role throughout physiologically relevant epigenetic processes in expedited fashion.
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